RATES IN SGD CURRENCY

1 Day Experience - Gyeonggi ( EG - Shuttle Bus ) GV1/B2B
KOREAN WAVE & HEALING EXPERIENCE (COURSE C)
COURSE C (All Inclusive)

ADULT

CHILD

RATE

SGD61

SGD61

Travel Validity
01 MAR - 31 DEC 2018 (Daily except Saturday & Sunday)
Maximum Pax
25 Pax Per departure
Exclusion
Insurance, Personal Expenses
Itinerary
Time
1 Day EG Shuttle Bus - The Garden of Morning Calm + Petite France +
Dumulmeori Semiwon + Doomehanggi or Nolja Farm
0730
Departure from Insadong SM DUTY FREE
(Opp Centermark Hotel) for your full day tour.
0800

2nd departure from Hongik University Station.

0930 - 1100 The Garden of Morning Calm
The Garden of Morning Calm, a 30,000㎡ garden, is open
year-round and is a great spot to visit for families,
couples, and photographers alike. The garden was
conceptualized by Professor Han Sang-kyung (Gardening
Department, Sahmyook University) while he was serving
as an exchange professor in America. His vision was to
create a garden that would become world-famous and
spread the concept of Korean beauty throughout the
world. The inspiration for the garden stemmed from a
poem written by Sir Tagore, a great Indian poet, who
described Korea during the Joseon Dynasty as "The Land
of the Morning Calm."
1130 - 1330 Petite France
Inspired by "The Little Prince", this cosy village seeks to
emulation Southern France. This village has become an
even more popular destination as a result of its
appreance in the Korean Wave drama, and sees a great
number of tourists visiting.
Lunch - Serve in korean dishes
1430 - 1530 Dumulmeori Semiwon
Semiwon is a park located in Yongdam-ri, Yangseomyeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do that was founded
on the principle of “natural purification.” The name
“Semiwon” comes from an old proverb that says “one
can cleanse his mind by looking at water and enlighten
his spirit by looking at flowers.” To further emphasize
the idea of literal and figurative cleansing, the park was
designed with paths made out of washboards and is
decorated with lotus-themed poetry and drawings.
1610 - 1740 Yangsu-ri-Doomehanggi / Nolji Fram
(Strawberry picking-seasonal)
Doomehanggi is a nature garden in there various of
experience according to the season.
1740 - 1930 Pick up from Doomehanggi/Nolja Farm and transfer
back to Hongik University Station/ Insadong SM DUTY
FREE.
The above rates are in SGD and based on Minimum GV1 to Go.
* Above schedule is subject to changes due to local conditions.
REMARKS : DAILY DEPARTURE EXCEPT EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
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